
Hybrid Seminar: Session 3
Assignments (Part II) and Assessment Design

Access agenda at http://bit.ly/semmarch29



Introduction and Announcements

● CUNYFirst definition of hybrid “mode of instruction”

● Room scheduling 



Access glossary at http://bit.ly/hybridseminarglossary

Learning Goals for Session 3



Learning Goals for Today
By the end of this session, participants should be able to: 

● Gain exposure to + understand some of the pros and cons of a variety of 
assessment types

● Consider how assessment can reflect and communicate pedagogical 
ideologies 

● Understand the difference between formative and summative assessments

● Consider how scaffolding could be used to design milestones and feedback 
points building up to larger projects



Learning Goals for Today
By the end of this session, participants should be able to: 

● Gain exposure to + understand some of the pros and cons of a variety of 
assessment types (Table 1) 

● Consider how assessment can reflect and communicate pedagogical 
ideologies (Table 2) 

● Understand the difference between formative and summative assessments 
(Table 3) 

● Consider how scaffolding could be used to design milestones and feedback 
points building up to larger projects (Table 4 and 5) 



Rachel Smith
Higher Education Administration



Structuring a Hybrid Course



Course Structuring Discussion Questions
● Describe the unit / section of the course you designed and how it fits into your larger course. 

● What are the stages / steps to this project (if this isn’t already clear)? 

● How can you break the project up into several smaller deliverables to ensure that students are 
making progress (if they’re not already doing that / this is not already clear)?  

● What about this unit / chunk of your class that you’ve started to design is better done online? What 
is better done in person? 

● Where will students submit these deliverables, and are there opportunities for peer review?

● What additional resources could be made available to help students who may not have as much 
experience or background with core concepts or technical skills?



VOCAT Activity Recap + 
Assessment Models Discussion

Access glossary at http://bit.ly/hybridseminarglossary



Reflect on your own for a few minutes...
1) What features of each video were accessible to you (personally) as a viewer? Which 

were not?

2) How did the makers of the video attend to  accessibility (or not) in their design? 

3) Did you watch the whole video? If not, why not? When / why did you lose interest? 

4) From memory (without consulting our glossary), could you (roughly) define these 
terms? What terms did you already know before you saw the videos? 
● Portfolio assessment or cumulative projects
● Self-assessment
● Authentic assessment
● Rubrics
● Formative vs. summative assessment



Share with your neighbor.
1) What features of each video were accessible to you (personally) as a viewer? Which 

were not?

2) How did the makers of the video attend to  accessibility (or not) in their design? 

3) Did you watch the whole video? If not, why not? When / why did you lose interest? 

4) From memory (without consulting our glossary), could you (roughly) define these 
terms? What terms did you already know before you saw the videos? 
● Portfolio assessment or cumulative projects
● Self-assessment
● Authentic assessment
● Rubrics
● Formative vs. summative assessment



Wander around the room...

On each poster on the walls, you’ll find definitions of each assessment 
type. You’ll also see spaces to write pros and cons, and respond to 
(rephrased) questions raised by your colleagues in the annotations. 

Write in your feedback / thoughts on the posters. Extend definitions. 
Add pros / cons. Answer questions, or ask new ones.

This is the “silent” portion of the discussion, so please don’t speak to 
each other yet. 



In your groups:
1) Read and summarize your colleagues’ feedback on the poster that you’re working 

with. Do you notice themes? Interesting insights? 

2) Consider what this assessment method communicates about pedagogical 
ideologies. How does this method support or conflict with your beliefs about 
teaching and learning? 

3) Add  any additional resources or examples you can share. 



Tech Reckoning





On the right-hand side of the screen, you’ll see a list of group 
participants and how many annotations they made. 



Click on an article to view the annotations in context and a short 
list of who annotated each piece. 



Cheryl Smith, English



Reflection 



Take 15 minutes (or so)...

In the next part of the session, we’ll review your assignments in groups and think about 
the assessments that you will use. 

Use this time to: 

● Review comments that your group members made on your assignment (if you 
haven’t already) 

● Reflect (in writing) on what strategies, assessment designs, course structuring tips, 
or other stuff from today you’d like to incorporate into your course design or 
assignment design. 



Assignment Workshop, Part II 



Wrap Up


